Complex distributed systems (like those based on J2EE platforms) are designed to perform well for a variety of application workloads and configuration settings. In practice, however, the system performance may not meet the expectation at all execution conditions. This short paper describes our research on depicting performance anomaly manifestations over a large execution condition space for distributed systems. Specifically, we provide a case examination of our research target and describe our work in three areas-performance anomaly identification, configurationspace anomaly depiction, and the utilizations of depiction results.
Performance anomalies, situations in which performance falls below expectations, are not uncommon in complex computer systems [1-3, 17, 21] . Causes for performance anomalies include overly simplified implementations, mis-handling of special/boundary cases, and improper management of system component interactions. Aside from their effect on performance degradation, these anomalies also make the system performance behaviors hard to predict. Many system management functions would benefit from such predictability. For instance, they can guide policy decisions on quality-of-service management and optimal resource provisioning [5, 8, [18] [19] [20] 23] .
Our research investigates scalable techniques to examine a large space of potential system execution conditions and depict the conditions under which performance anomalies are likely to occur. Here by an execution condition, we mean the specification of a system running environment that includes system configuration parameters (e.g., component placement policy and caching protocol) and input workload properties (e.g., component CPU needs and intercomponent communication patterns). Figure 1 illustrates an example of execution conditions and performance anomaly depiction of a multi-dimensional space. The black and white dots represent sampled conditions where we have measured the actual performance to determine if a performance anomaly manifests. These sampled conditions are the basis for performance anomaly depiction.
The performance anomaly depiction provides a probabilistic view of anomaly manifestations under each potential execution condition. The results can be used to guide the avoidance of anomaly-inducing system configurations under given input workload properties. In particular, system configurations that are expected to meet performance requirements according to high-level system design may fail to do so when anomalies manifest under such configurations. Additionally, we can identify the execution conditions that are most correlated with anomaly manifestations. This information can help narrow the search space for performance debugging to the system functions that are affected by the problematic conditions.
In principle, the proposed anomaly depiction approach can be applied to any software system that allows many configuration settings and supports various application workloads. We are particularly interested in the case study on component-based distributed systems. A typical example of such systems may be built on a J2EE platform and may support various application components, provide common services (possibly remotely), and manage application-level protocols to access storage and remote services. Additionally, these systems are often deployed in distributed environments with high-concurrency workloads. Our current empirical studies employ an open-source J2EE distributed middleware platform (JBoss) as well as a commercial J2EE distributed middleware platform (IBM WebSphere).
Related Work
Prior research investigated techniques to discover behavioral anomalies or failure causes in large system software [6, 11] . However, the identification of performance anomalies is uniquely challenging because they typically relate to highlevel system semantics while they do not exhibit easily identifiable system crashes, incorrect states, and source-level patterns.
The detection, characterization, and debugging of performance anomalies have been investigated in recent research [1] [2] [3] 14] . In general, these studies focused on anomaly-related issues under the specific execution conditions encountered during a particular execution. However, distributed systems often allow many configuration settings (e.g., cache coherence protocol and thread pool size) and support workloads with varying properties (e.g., service concurrency and database access rate). It is desirable to explore performance anomalies over a comprehensive set of execution conditions, which allows quality assurance under varying conditions and exposes anomaly-correlated execution conditions to help the root cause analysis.
There is a large body of previous work addressing fault tolerance and high availability of distributed system designs, such as distributed consensus [4, 10] and replication management [13, 16] . At a high level, our research does not propose new design techniques or principles for distributed systems, but instead it tries to discover implementation errors that cause deviations of system behaviors from the highlevel design (called anomalies). Implementation deviations from design are not rare in distributed systems given their increasing complexity.
A CASE EXAMINATION
To gain a concrete understanding on our target problem, we provide a case examination of the large execution condition space and condition-specific performance anomalies for distributed systems. Figure 2: Some possible system configurations and workload conditions in a JBoss/RUBiS system. The component placement strategy affects which machines RUBiS EJB components run on. For instance, the "cpu-heavy co-located with web server" setting means that the EJBs with high CPU usage run on the same machine as the web server. The other components would run on the their own machine (i.e., the "neither" machine).
Specifically, we consider a deployed system on the JBoss Application Server [9] , the most widely used open-source J2EE platform. The whole system contains the JBoss Application Server, the Tomcat Servlet container and related plugins, MySql database with its JDBC connector, and the RUBiS online auction benchmark [15] . RUBiS is a three-tier web service comprising a web server, a database, and nine middle-tier Enterprise Java Beans (EJB). The various RUBiS application components are distributed across a threemachine cluster. The web-server is bound to one machine, the database to another, and the EJB components can be assigned to any machine. Figure 2 lists six J2EE configurations and four properties of the application workload.
Different parameter values on each of the ten parameters allow about 4.8 million possible execution conditions for this system.
We describe an example performance anomaly scenario. In this example, we observe a degradation of system performance when an increasing proportion of the input requests trigger multiple database accesses (the "original performance" in Figure 3 ). The cause of this performance degradation is described below. The Servlet-only implementation of RUBiS bypasses the default JBoss database connection management and it instead manages database connections on its own. When a database connection is closed on the server side, RUBiS may not always properly restart the broken connection. Some future requests may then be assigned the broken connection and fail on database accesses, which manifests as a reduction of successful request completions. A simple correction is to check for broken database connections and reconnect them when necessary. Figure 3 shows that the correction can eliminate the anomalous performance degradation at high database access rates. 
RESEARCH ISSUES AND PRELIMINARY WORK
We describe several research issues and provide an overview of our preliminary results on these issues.
Performance Anomaly Identification
Literally speaking, a performance anomaly arises when the system performance behavior deviates from the expectation. Performance expectations can be made in different ways, such as design-driven models, service-level agreements, or programmer specifications. Our goal is to derive performance expectations that match high-level design principles and that can be intuitively interpreted. For instance, the expected performance of a distributed cache should match that intended by the high-level caching algorithm. Given a design-driven expectation, a performance anomaly would indicate an implementation deviation from the high-level design.
Performance expectations can be derived by following some (typically bottom-up) design semantics to assemble expectations from low-level system metrics that are acquired through offline calibration or online measurements. Past efforts (including others [7, 22, 23] and our own [18] [19] [20] ) have constructed design-driven performance expectation models for distributed systems. It is worth noting that the IRONModel paper [22] has recognized the discrepancies between real system performance behaviors and traditional design-driven expectation models. They tried to incorporate these anomalies into the expectation models while our work attempts to better understand them (and particularly their manifestation patterns over the large execution condition space).
In our preliminary work, we derive performance expectations under each configuration based on our prior modeling work [20] . Specifically, we model multi-component network services by capturing the first-order resource consumption in individual component executions and inter-component communications. Given characterized application behavior profiles, our model allows us to derive performance expectations under different distributed component placement and resource provisioning policies. We are aware that a deviation from the high-level design expectations may also be due to measurement errors or natural behavior instability in complex systems, including effects of sporadic background maintenance like garbage collection and system event logging. Anomalies caused by these factors are usually small in magnitude. We may screen them out by only counting the relatively large performance deviations.
Configuration-Space Anomaly Depiction
From a representative set of sampled execution conditions (each labeled "normal" or "anomalous"), we derive performance anomaly depiction over a comprehensive execution condition space. The depiction is essentially a classifier of system configurations and workload properties that partitions the execution condition space into normal and anomalous regions. There have been a great number of well-proven classification techniques, such as naive Bayes classifiers, perceptrons, decision trees, neural networks, Bayesian networks, support vector machines, and hidden Markov models. We use decision trees to build our anomaly depictions because they have the desirable properties of easy interpretability, prior knowledge free, and robustness in handling noises.
Our depiction is a decision tree that classifies a vector of workload properties and system configurations into one of two target classes-"normal" or "anomalous". Guided by the Iterative Dichotomiser 3 algorithm [12] , the decision tree is generated in a top-down fashion by iteratively selecting an attribute that best classifies current training samples, partitioning samples based on their corresponding values of the attribute, and constructing a sub-tree for each partition. At each step of the tree-generation algorithm, we choose the attribute most effective in classifying training samples according to the measure of information gain. Intuitively, information gain represents the amount of reduction on the co-existence of normal and anomalous conditions in one partition. Our preliminary results on anomaly depiction has been presented in [21] . Figure 4 illustrates an example performance anomaly depiction for a sub-space of the JBoss/RUBiS execution conditions.
Depiction Utilizations
Performance anomaly depictions are useful when configuring or re-configuring online J2EE services. Our depictions can identify anomaly-inducing configuration settings given the input workload to the system, which can then guide Figure 4 : An example performance anomaly depiction in the form of a two-level decision tree. In this example, the top-level classifying attribute in the decision tree is the workload request rate. Two secondlevel attributes are the maximum request concurrency and the component placement policy.
the system to avoid such anomalous configurations. Specifically, our depiction results enable an approach to quantify the performance dependability of each configuration setting. Consider a system with possible configurations C={c1, c2, · · · , cm}. The system users may exert a set of workload conditions W ={w1, w2, · · · , wn} while the probability for condition wi to occur is pi ( n i=1 pi = 1). Our performance anomaly depiction indicates whether a specific workload condition will trigger an anomaly under a specific system configuration. In other words, the anomaly depiction is a function that maps (C, W ) f −→ {normal, anomalous}. We may then assess a system configuration c's performance dependability using the probability that the system will perform normally under the full range of possible input workloads: We can also utilize performance anomaly depictions to aid performance debugging. Specifically, the depiction's internal structure may uncover correlations between execution conditions and performance anomalies. In the decision tree, each anomalous leaf node is correlated with the set of execution conditions present in its path from the root. Using system-specific expert knowledge, one can further link anomaly-correlated execution conditions to relevant system functions in the implementation. As an example, the performance anomaly described in Section 2 was discovered using our approach.
